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By A ndra C oberly
MUSTANG DAILY EDITOR IN CHIEF

W h at: Hom ecom ing 2003:The
Spirit of Cal Poly. Deadline to sign
up and m andatory club represen
tative meeting.
W hen: Thursday, 7 p.m.
W here: Alumni Office, Bldg. 28
M o re Info: Visit w w w .hom e
comi ng.ca Ipoly.ed u
W hat: Art and design faculty
opens exhibit. Robert Densham
opens retrospective exhibit with a
free reception for students,
faculty and staff.
W hen: Thursday, 5 p.m.
W here: University Art Gallery, Bldg.
34, room 171
M o re Info: Call Barbara
Morningstar at 756-1571

W ith increas
ing budget prob
lems and a new
governor about
to take office,
the future of Cal
Poly and the
California State
University sys
tem is uncertain.
S c h w a rz e n e g g e r
Sensing this as

By A llison Terry

W hat: Mathem atics Colloquium
Series
W hen: Friday, 4 p.m.
W here: Bldg. 38, room 148
M o re Info: Call Francesca
Fairbrother at 756-6535

University Police confirmed
that John Slaten, a registered sex
offender, was
l o c a t e d
Wednesday in
R ic h m o n d ,
Calif., accord
ing to a UPD
news release.
O ff ic e rs
from the State
Parole Office
in Richmond
J o h n S la te n
found Slaten
in the halfway
house where he lives.
Slaten has not been in the San
Luis Obispo area since August,
reporting that he visited his

W h a t: Eliane Elias. Pianist offers a
cool blend of jazz, original com po
sitions and Brazilian rhythms.
W h en : Friday, 8 p.m.
W here: Performing Arts Center
M o re Info: Call the ticket office at
756-2787

W hat: The Waifs. A roots-pop band
that is arm ed with acoustic guitars,
harmonies and a blues harp.
W hen: Saturday, 8 p.m.
W here: Performing Arts Center
M o re Info: Call the box office at
756-2787
W h at: Fall Film Series. Pirates of
the Carribean
W hen: Tuesday, 8 p.m.
W here: UU Chumash Auditorium
M o re Info: Call Amie Ham m ond at
756-1113
W h at: Student Life and
Leadership. Soup and Substance:
Campus Dialogues sponsored by
the Multicultural Center
W hen: Wednesday, noon
W here: UU Chumash Auditorium
M o re Info: Call Mark Fabionar at
756-5840
W h at: Career Services. Applying to
graduate and professional school
workshop
W hen: Oct. 29 ,2 p.m.
W here: Bldg. 124, room 224
M o re Info: Call Career Services at
756-2501

DAIL?

•Union president seeks CSU faculty member seat
on governor's proposed education roundtable
a concern,
California
Faculty
Association President John Travis is
taking action.
“There is a lot of concern right
now,” Travis said. “Because of the
nature of the election, there was very
little conversation about higher edu
cation.”
Travis sent a letter to govemor-

Sex offender found
MUSTANG DAILY ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

W h a t: Salsa Workshop
Cal Poly Salsa Club is sponsoring a
workshop. Salsa sensations Jimmy
Arana and Miriam Castro will be
there to help people w ith foot
work, styling and signature partner
combinations.
W hen: Saturday, 4 p.m.
W here: Bldg. 5, room 225
M o re Info: Call Kimberly M artinez
at 785-0115 or visit the Salsa Club
W eb site at www.cp
salsa.com
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CFA worries after election

S a fin d a r

List o f upcom ing activities on
campus.

[

father’s gravesite.
Police suspected that Slaten
was in the area after a rancher
found receipts and paperwork
with his name and current dates
on them O ct. 8.
Posters with Slaten ’s picture
and identification information
were put up around campus and in
on-campus housing.
Slaten was convicted of attack
ing and raping a female Cal Poly
student who was jogging on
Stenner Creek Road. In 1990,
while on parole, Slaten returned to
the San Luis Obispo County and
held a woman at gunpoint. He was
convicted of burglary and assault
with a deadly weapon. He has been
on parole and living in a halfway
house since January and until he
was considered missing.

elect Arnold Schwarzenegger last
week asking for a C SU faculty mem
ber to take part in his proposed edu
cation roundtable.
Schwarzenegger’s roundtable is a
group of experts from all levels of edu
cation, including K-12 classroom
teachers, school district superinten
dents and foundation executives.

Members of the CFA are con
cerned that the only member from
C SU is Board of Trustees member
Willian Hauck.
“Part of the problem with the
Board of Trustees (representing the
C SU ) is that they have no classroom
experience,” he said. “And that is an
important perspective for the people
who make decisions about education
to have. These should be important
issues in education policy.”

see CFA, page 2

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE

Budget cuts take
their toll on faculty
By Thom as A tkins
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

A part time faculty member in the
ITairy Science Department was laid
off due to recent budget cuts, accord
ing to a faculty statement.
The faculty member, who retired
hut was a part-time participant in the
faculty early retirement program, was
scheduled to teach in the winter
quarter.
T he College of Agriculture
received at least an 8 percent budget
cut in all of its departments except for
the dairy science department, which
only received a 3 percent cut.
However, the department still did not

have enough money to fund the posi
tion.
“Under the term of collective.bargaining, participants in early retire
ment program must be laid off before
full-time faculty,” Mike Suess, associ
ate vice president of academic per
sonnel. “We have been monitoring
the state budget closely. Things have
been changing.”
According to the statement, this is
the only faculty layoff anticipated for
the immediate future, hut the state
budget will he closely watched to
determine what, if any, actions may
become necessary.
Suess said the last time a layoff
occurred was in the 1990s.

Foundation awarded $10,780 grant
•Money will be used
to develop a solo quad
conversion project
By M ichael M a rq u e z
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WmTER

The California Polytechnic State
University Foundation and kinesiolo
gy professtir Kevin Taylor have been
awarded a $10,780 C^ality of Life
----------------------- Grant
by
the
“The benefits Christopher Reeve

Paralysis

are life
,

.

changing
for the
individual to
.

get out in
this type o f
setting."

Kevin Taylor

Foundation
to
develop a “solo
quad conversion”

project.
T he

project’s
allow a

high-level quadriplegic to operate a

W attaching

'
small
electric
kinesiology
motors converted
professor
to respond to “sip
_______________ and puff’ controls,
ensuring people with disabilities can
achieve the maximum possible inde
pendence.
A sip and puff input device allows
a handicapped person to issue com
mands to a computer. A user may

not have use of his or her hands and
may not he able to move a joystick.
W ith a sip and puff device, the user
issues commands by sucking air in or
blowing air out of the mouth. This
causes positive and negative pres
sures that can be sensed by the com
puter. These commands can be used
to increase or decrease speed or to
steer right or left.
The Neil Squire Foundation was
instrumental in developing a sailboat
using this sip and puff electronic con
trol system which allows a person
with little or no movement below the
neck to sail independently. All func
tions, including setting the sails and
steering the boat, are controlled by
the sailor’s breath.
Taylor’s inspiration for the project
came when he took his friend Mike
Ward, a partial quadriplegic, out to
Morro Bay for a kayaking trip. Ward
has movement and feeling in only his
arms and was able to paddle along
with Taylor.
“1 wanted to push the possibilities
to the next level with access for full
quadriplegics to do something that is
currently not available to them,”
Taylor said. “The benefits are life
changing for the individual to get out
in this type of setting.”
The individual will not be able to

go out and kayak alone, but will have
trained personnel from the Cal Poly
Adapted Paddling Program behind
them for safety purposes.
The program offers people with
mobility impairments the experience
of canoeing and kayaking in Morro
Bay.
More than 150 people have either
been trained or participated in the
paddling program to date.
Mechanical engineering professor
Frank Owen and mechanical engi
neer senior Seton Schiraga will
design the kayak to meet the needs of
the quadriplegic.
“We aim to design a system that
can be installed as a kit on an existing
kayak,” Owen said. “The system con
sists of a propulsion probably electric
trolling motor and a steering system
comprising of electric servo motors.”
Another option as an input device
is a chin joystick. This device fits
under the chin so that the chin can
be used to nudge it forward or back,
right or left.
“We are exploring these and other
input options to be used in this sys
tem, Owen said. “The system design
will be modular so that several differ
ent devices can be plugged in to drive

see GRANT, page 2

by th e Christopher
Reeve Paralysis
Foundation

in Q uality o f
Life Grants to
55 organizations

g o a l:

A l f ^ a high-level
quadriplegic
to operate
a kayak

Kevin Taylor's friend,
a partial quadriplegic
w hom he took
on a kayaking
trip in M orro Bay
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Cal Poly history professor and
CFA chapter President Manzar
Foroohar said both faculty and stu
dents should he memhers of the
team.
“If this is a roundtable it is natural
to put educators on it instead of busi
ness people because the budget
affects us, our classrot)ms and our stu
dents,” Foroohar said. “If we have a
roundtable, and students and faculty
are not on it, what’s the point.’”
A
representative
from
Schwarzene^'ger’s office said he could
not comment on the roundtable.
Flauck did not return phone calls
by deadline.

Mustang Daily

Travis’ letter
requests
that
Schwarzenegger address the lack of
C SU faculty on the team as soon as
possible. It states that “all compo
nents of California’s education sys
tem are interrelated” and that all lev
els of education “historically fit
together in a mosaic.”
“The C SU educates more than 10
percent of teachers in K-12,” Travis
said Tuesday. “We are part of the
whole fabric of teaching.”
The request to Schwarzenegger
comes at a time when the faith of
higher education is unknown.
“We are fearing we could suffer
from even further budget reduc
tions,” Travis said. “We already cut
out all the meat. W e’ve started to cut
out the muscle. And we fear that we
will next have to make deep cuts into
this institution.”

Transit workers strike continues
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Labor
unrest spread across Southern
California on Wednesday as contract
hus drivers walked off their jobs in sol
idarity with striking transit workers
and two courthouses were temporarily
closed when scores of sheriff’s
deputies called in sick in a separate
dispute.
Meanwhile, 70,000 grocery clerks
from three chains — Kroger Co.’s
Ralphs, Safeway Inc.’s Vons and
.Alhertstms Inc. — spent their fourth
day on picket lines in Si>uthem and
Central California with no sign of a
new contract.
t')fiicials said 219 of the 427 Loi.
Angeles Countv deputies who work at
the jails and transport prisoners to

court called in sick Wednesday, tem
porarily closing the Santa Monica and
Beverly Hills courthouses. Many jails
were on liKkdown.
Deputies have been protesting
stalled laKir talks with spniradic sick
outs over the past three weeks.
Assistant Sheriff R. Doyle Campbell
said the department would begin sus
pending deputies who did not show up
fi>r work Wednesday.
The strike against the Metropolitan
Transportation
Authority began
Tuesday when mechanics walked off
the job in a dispute over health bene
fits and other issues. It has stalled the
nation’s third-largest mass-transit sys
tem and stranded hundreds of thou
sands of commuters.

project and, alongside Taylor, he
wrote the grant for the project.
This is the second grant Taylor
continued from page 1
has received from the Christopher
Reeve Paralysis Foundation. In June
ir based upon the mobility of the 2(X)1, a $5,000 grant from the CRPF
person using the device.”
enabled the Adapted Paddling
Ow'en and Schiraga think spon Program to establish an equipment
sions or outriggers are a distinct pos base.
sibility for stabilizing the kayak.
The Christopher Reeve Paralysis
“We will try to make the stabiliz Foundation awarded a total of
ing devices as discrete as possible to $620,969 in Quality of Life Grants
keep the kayak looking like a to 55 organizations nationwide as
kayak,” Owen said. “We also have to part of its spring 2003 funding cycle
he very conscious of safety for the program.
boater.”
The Quality of Life Program
Cliallenges that face Owen and awards grants to programs that
Schiraga are designing a kayak that improve the daily lives of people liv
will he waterproof, liardened against ing with disabilities, particularly
saltwater and will not capsize.
spinal cord injury.
“Working
toward
a final,
Funding is awarded twice yearly
designed operating system is a on improving accessibility, educa
sequence of compromises, forks in tion, independent living and sports
the road, that you must face,” Owen activities.
said. “So it is a hit of an adventure
The program is designed in
to travel on a sometimes winding improving lives of so many by mak
path through a design project. It’s a ing life easier, more productive and
very interesting experience, and 1 enjoyable for those living with
recommend it to anyone who hasn’t paralysis.
tried it.”
The project’s tentative comple
The project would have never tion is scheduled for the upcoming
started without the help of kinesiol spring quarter.
ogy senior Daniel Littlefield who
“It is a great challenge for every
wrote the grant for the project to get one to work together to make the
underway.
project a success,” Taylor said. “As
Littlefield’s senior project was said in the carttnins, it’s a crazy plan
based on the solo quad conversion that just might work.”
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Do you travel a lot on
the weekends?
Is there a city you'd like
to see in the weather
box? E-mail us at
V I
mustangdaily@
calpoly.edu

Mustang
Correct!ons
M ustang D aily is c o m m itte d to
co rrecting errors fo u n d in th e
new spaper. If you believe an error
has been m a d e please contact
M ustang D aily via e-m ail at
m ustangdaily.calpoly.edu.
• In a fro n t p a g e n ew s a rtic le in
th e O ct. 9 issue o f M ustang Daily,
th e p e rfo rm e r David Lynch w h o
ap p eared at th e Green Rockin'
music festival was m isidentified.
• In a fr o n t p a g e n e w s a r tic le in
th e O ct. 13 issue o f M u stan g
Daily, a piece o f e q u ip m e n t
b o u g h t w ith s tu d e n t fee m o n ey
was referred to as th e in e rtia
e n v iro n m e n t.T h e co rrect n am e is
th e in e rt e n v iro n m e n t.

White Heron Sangha
MEDITATION RETREAT
w/ Rodney Smith.
Sat Oct. 25th 9-4, Sun Oct.
26th 9-2, at Morro Bay Vets
Hall. 209 Surf St. $40/2 days.
For more information call
N a n c y H ily a r d a t 4 7 4 - 1 2 2 9
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BARE

D O WN T H E R E .
697 Higuera St. Suite H
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401

Back W a x i n g • Bikini • B ra zi lia n
I n d i v i d u a l i z e d Skin C a r e Facial s

A D U I or D RU N K IN PU BLIC
can cost you your driver's license
for a year. Don't plead guilU'
until you talk to an attorney.

805-786-4W A X (805-786-4929)

Take Traffic School Now! Available omine 24771 ^

Effective, Affordable, Personalized Legal
Representation & Advice m a Confidential Setting

Initial consultation is always confidential & free
544-7693 www.stulberg.com

Due Date S p ecia lists : Rush & FedEx A vailable.

J
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For mote info or to ragisaer log-on to:
I c a ljx )ly
www.trafficschool.com _
or caii toli-free
1-800-691-5014
Driving Down Your Cost of Driving.*

TrafficSchool.com*'
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S T U D E N T D IS C O U N T TRAVEL
Authorized STA Ticketing Agency
S T A In te rn a tio n a l & D o m e s tic A irlin e T ic k e ts
E u rail Passes

* Free T im e ta b le s and M ap s

In te rn a tio n a l Y ou th H o ste l M em b ersh ip s
V acatio n B reak Packages
Q u ic k one
stop service

Free C o u n se lin g

â ! 783-7001
w w w .tvltm .com

at Health Services
$ 10.00
M T R F ^ : 0 0 a.m . - 1 0 : 0 0 a.m .

In te rn a tio n a l S tu d e n t ID C ards

Travel In su ra n ce

Flu shots now ovoilable for all Cal Poly students

W 9 : 0 0 a.m . - 1 0 : 0 0 a.m .
Mo appointment necessary
Call 7 5 6 -1 2 1 1 for information
hft|>://hce.cal(>ol y .ndu

cp @ tv ltm .co m

698 Marsh Street (at Broad), SL O

S fu d e n t A ffa irs D ivisio n

Free Parking at D oor
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A S H IN G T O N — Democrat D ic k G e p h a rd t. skiing with President
e it L A H IY A ,G aza S trip — A re m o te -c o n tro lle d b o m b tore apart an
Bush on his $ 8 7 b illio n request for Iraq and Afghanistan, pledged
armored vehicle in a U.S. diplomatic convoy Wednesday, k illin g th re e
Wednesday to fin a n c e th e w a r on te rro ris m even if that posture under
A m e ric a n se c u rity g u a rd s and wounding a fourth in the first deadly
attack on a U.S. target in the P a le s tin ia n te rrito rie s .
cuts his presidential hid or ensures budget deficits for years to come.
The attack, on a convoy of U.S. Em bassy d ip lo m a ts entering Gaza to
“We’re in a military situation, we’ve got a lot of fo re ig n o b lig a tio n s ,
interview Palestinian candidates for a F u lb rig h t scholarship , was a dra
we’re fighting terrorism in many places around the world, we’ve got
matic
departure from typical militant operations, which usually target
homeland security needs,” the former House mim)rity leader said. “In
Israeli soldiers and civilians.
light of that, I don’t think it’s possible to get to a balanced budget.”
• • •
In an hourlong interview with The Associated Press editors and
LO N D O N — Europe’s fo o d s a fe ty a g e n c y recommended Wednesday
reporters, Gephardt criticized Bush’s p o s tw a r p o lic y in Ira q , hut argued
that baby food manufacturers c h a n g e th e lids on their jars as soon as pos
that it would he irre s p o n s ib le to v o te a g a in s t reconstruction money for
sible because of cancer concerns over a chemical found in some food
two war-torn nations.
packed in bottles and jars.
• • •
The European Food Safety Authority said there was no need for parents
SAN DIEG O — A La Jolla cove popular with families as well as seals
to stop using infant food because any cancer risk w as e x tre m e ly lo w and
was the only S?m Diego beach to receive a fa ilin g g ra d e from the eleanthe
jars have an excellent safety record for germs and other contaminants.
wateradyocefcy-group H e al th e Bay.
• • •
The Children’s Pool was rated tha w o fs t-p o llu te d b e a < h in
GOBI DESERT, C hina — China’s firs t a s tro n a u t carried the hopes of his
California due to' bhrtTu^ excessive fe c a l C d lV orm b a c te ria
a
nation
into orbit with him Wednesday, promising to do a gtxxl joh and telling
colony of harbor «€¿1 Is that has lived In the area since the mid-199Ds.
his family far below that the view from space was “extremely splendid.”
■
• ... r"
;
r
The apparently flaw less lau n ch of the S h en zh o u 5 capsule capped a
W ASHING TO N —* Eleven years aiter most use of sIHcoile-get b re ast
decade-long effort by China’s secretive, military-linked space program that
im plants was halted, govem m ^t advisi|^s recommended Wedneljhy that
communist leaders hope will b o o s t th e nation's im a g e abroad.
the ban b e lifte d despite lingering questiims afeut satety and dwahility.
The rtx:ket carrying Lt. C ol. Yang Liw ei, a 38-year-old fighter pilot
The Fpo$| a n d D ru g A d ^ in is tc a t|o |i's advisers stressed that Inamed
turned astronaut, streaked into a clear blue sky at precisely 9 a.m. from a
Corp.’s resurription of sales should come only tkidei certain (conditions. At
Gobi Desert launch pad in C hina’s remote northwest.
the top of the list: All wqmen will need aniUH|d^^i^>hS to ensure their
• • •
implants aren’t silently leahingis
^
VATICAN C IT Y — Cardinals have come to Rome united to celebrate
• » •
P o pe John Paul ll's 25th anniversary as pontiff, hut some issues may divide
SYRACUSE, N.Y. — An 1 l-yeaf-o U d g irl apparently h a n g e d herself in
them when it comes time to choose his successor, such as celib acy for
her bedroom after being ra p e d b y h e r fa th e r earlier in the day, police said.
priests and a g e lim its for the pope.
Valerie Charlene Lucie was found dead on Sept. 30. Timothy Lucie, 46,
While none would acknowledge they are pursuing an agenda at the
was a rra ig n e d Tuesday on charges of rape and sodomy and released
moment, some have been unusually frank as concern grows over the health
Wednesday on $35,000 bond.
of the 8 3 -y e a r-o ld John Paul.
• • •
• • •
N E W YORK — A S ta te n Is la n d fe r ry slammed into a pier as it was
TO KYO — A m o d e ra te ly stro n g e a rth q u a k e with a preliminary mag
decking Wednesday, k illin g a t le a s t 10 p e o p le , tearing off some vic
nitude of 5 shcx)k buildings in downtown Tokyo on Wednesday afternoon,
tims’ limbs and reducing the front of the mighty vessel to a shattered
hut no d a m a g e o r in ju rie s were reported.
mass of wocxl, glass and steel. At least 3 4 p e o p le w e re in ju re d .
There was n o w o rry o f ts u n a m i, potentially dangerous waves triggered
The ferry pilot, responsible for diKking the vessel, fle d th e scene
by seismic activity, the Meteorological Agency said.
im m e d ia te ly after the crash, went to his Staten Island home and
The quake was centered just northeast of japan’s capital in Chiba state
attempted suicide, a police official said on the condition of anonymity.
about 50 miles below the earth’s surface, the agency said.
— Associated Press
— Associated Press

B

O L U M B U S , O h io — The man
who has been tabbed the
" n a k e d p h o to g ra p h e r" is lurking
near the Ohio State University
campus and in the school’s sur
rounding areas.
During the past tew years,
reports have been filed in the
Columbus, Ohio, area regarding a
man wearing o n ly shoes a n d a
h a t who approaches women and
ph(^r(^praph^ rhfm-... The latest
report was filed it

C

BALTIMORE - LoyoIaT!t)llegeM a ry1and^ahd S
f e
a 11h
Awarenu^'R^sni'IT'H;' "niUyjani peer
educatofif^fe re-evaHillM g sexual educj W1Uii''|W'u yi bfil^
a
popular
SliMfQifSQiidaes.
was
The Sr.fj(ikmr Healrb-itAfCgSrfne.ss
Resource Program, a grov^ that
works tc>_^couragtrr>tf^-***^ »
to takq^respcMT^^
tional

W A S H IN G T O N — ^ e a r after
the s n ip e r s h o o tin g s that terror
ized the nation’s capital, one of the
accused triggermen will plead he
was b ra in w a s h e d to k ill by the
man he once called “Dad.”
Lawyers for accomplice Lee
Boyd M a lv o announced just five
days
before
John
Allen
Muhammad’s trial that they will
argue Malvo was “indoctrinated”
by co-defendant Muhammad, in a
string of 13 shootings in the
Washington region last October.
— U niversity Wire

-f
V A N D A L I S M , D R I N K I N G in groups and
boredom often go hand in hand. W ould you
throw th at bottle or .spray paint th at wall if you
were by yvnirself?

All d^y&
A stolen stop sign can lead to a fatal traffic

+Kc i*iorrVr>3l

Brews & Micro Brew on Tap • Happy Hour • Great Tunes • Video Games
I
M ultiple TV's. Inclwfing a BIG Screen, w/Sports Always on

acc ident.

Check out NFL. College Football, Baseball S More!

A trash can or newsstand in the street is a
dangerous obstacle for a car.
Think about the consequences before you take

j

m
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action!

l-TOPPING PIZZA
Vandalism takes life down an ugly path.

$1199
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T h e w in d b e n e a th Honor the Tainos, not Columbus
S
m y w in g m an
’ve always thought that guys got the short end of the dating stick
when it comes to making the first move. W ho made up this rule
anyway? T he problem is, any time a man approaches a woman, he is
seen as a slick pick-up artist, hell hent on sex and conquest. Plus, the
possibility ot getting rejected is so shattering to the male confidence
and selt-image that many guys simply do not approach women at all.
W hat’s a guy to do?
T he answer is simple. We recruit ourselves a wing man.
From Murphy Lee and Nelly to Goose and Maverick, history is chock
full of the adv'entures (and misadventures) of the fabulous duos we have
come to call wing men. T he wing man’s duties involve much more than
simply being the bearer of the extra condom or the supplier ot post-bar
cab tares. Indeed the wing man is an integral part of the social fabric,
the sexual wheel greaser so to speak, without whom all hook-up activ
ity would likely grind to a screeching halt.
Although there are many different strate
gies, the basic Trojan horse wing man forma
tion looks something like this. First, the
wing man scouts, locates and approaches a
group of beauties. After the initial questions
of name, rank and serial number have been
covered, the wing man will skillfully and
craftily transition to the topic of dating and
how hard it is to find a good guy in this
town, thus softening up the target. At that
exact moment, the other wing man arrives
and is instantly introduced to the group fan
fare-style with a phrase like, “Speaking of
good guys, this is my boy Tommy. He’s rich
and he just broke up, so be gentle.’’ T he first
wing man then takes a back seat, arrows in
his back, while the second w-ing man is now perceived as the perfect
guy, without ever having to utter a pick-up line. A t the end of the
night, the second wing man gets his pick of the ladies and the first wing
man takes one for the team. T he next night they switch. T h a t’s the the
ory at least.
When choosing a wing man, or a wing woman for that matter, there
are two types of people you want to avoid. T he first is the wing man
that repels, the second is the wing man who steals.
The repelling wing man is self-explanatory. He’s you — only less
cool.
The wing man who steals is far more stealthy and difficult to weed
out. He’s the Benedict Arnold of dating. He pretends to be your wing
man but actually ends up with two girls and you end up taking the pedicab home alone. T he best kind of wing man is the female wing man, err
... w'ing woman. S h e’s one of your
_________________________
close girl friends who secretly
talks you up to all her friends. If you find ¡ndccd thc U'ing fTUin is
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one of these hold on and never let go.
LaJ.es are not immune to hay.na wing
women, either. I he main difference
between males and females when it comes

integral part of the
^heel greoser SO tO
Speak, without which
all hook'Up activity
would likely grind to a
screeching halt.

to having wing men and wing women is
their function. W hile guys use
wing men for the sole purpose of meeting
females, women use wing women for every
party activity except m eeting guys.
Females will use wing women as dancing
partners, bathriK>m buddies, make-up con- -------------------------------------sultants and clothing coordinators but never to meet guys. If a wing
woman ever comes in contact with a guy it is to repel him, not to help
meet him. Breaking through this shield is the very reason that guys
need wing men in the first place.
It’s interesting to note that this is not a new- phenomenon. Cave
drawings in France depict ritual wing man and woman activities going
back to pre-historic days. In those days the front-runner went back to
the cave with the erect walking partner, while the back burner wing
took home the Neanderthal with long arms and big forehead.
I guess some things will never change.

James W h ita k e r is a business senior and M u s tan g D aily co lum n ist
w h o d ed icates this c o lu m n to th e w in g m en an d w in g w o m e n o f th e
w o rld . He can be e -m a ile d at jw w c e o @ y a h o o .c o m .

o Columbus Day came and went, and 1 sat through
another exciting day of literature and media law
rather than — well. I’m not quite sure what 1
might have done. Sleep, sex, eat, read the dictionary for
fun, pierce my fingertips with a rusty nail, anything real
ly, so long as 1 wasn’t in school. Unfortunately some pol
icy makers decided, in their infinite wisdom, to scratch
Columbus Day off the list of
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school holidays.
I understand that subju
gating
a
people
and
embarking on a campaign of genocide in the name of
God and a queen thousands of miles away is bad. 1 also
understand the negative and positive repercussions of
ingraining Manifest Destiny into every little kid’s head
before they learn to question the validity of such a belief
system. 1 even understand that celebrating these things
is really a slap in the face of racial sensitivity. But come
on, who really cares anymore? This is the new America,
people.
I’m sure there had to he a legitimate reason for
Columbus’ deplorable treatment of the peaceful natives.
Maybe he knew something about them we don’t, like
perhaps, they had really poor hygiene. Maybe the idea
that Tainos (the tribe native to the land Columbus land
ed on) were passive and civilized is really a propaganda
scheme aimed at eroding our faith in the truth and jus
tice of the American way?
All right, 1 accede. Columbus was a war-mongering
bastard who probably smelled worse than any Taino, but

L 0 niniGnt8ry

is that any reason to deprive me of my God-given right
to a legalized day off from school?
1 have a solution to appease both the politically cor
rect quadrant and my lazy ass. Suppose we change the
name from Columbus Day to Taino Day, in honor of the
natives he wiped out. There it is. We swap the con
queror for the conquered, and make the day an occasion
to remember those we senselessly crushed underfoot.
Now we’ll have a real excuse — I mean reason — to stay
home and stretch out on the couch while watching
“Monty Python’s Quest for the Holy Grail” for the
umpteenth time.
Let the children in grammar school learn the real
story behind the Nina, the Pinta and the Santa Maria.
Let them glee- ----------------------------------------------------fully explore our We swap the Conqueror fo r the
great n ation s
checkered past
, , ,
.
and hatne in
the
spilled

conquered, and make the day an
.

,

i

occasion to remember those we
senselessly crushed underfoot.

blood of countless innocents. Let them celebrate another reason to
hate the evil white man and his conquering ways. Let
them understand the atrocities committed in the name
of discovery and exploration and imperialism.
Let them eat cake, and let me stay home and enjoy my
day off.

Tom M cC auley is a journalism an d English senior and
M ustang Daily staff w riter.

Letters to the editor
Cal Poly needs a sex colum nist
Editor,
This is in response to Wednesday’s letter to the edi
tor regarding the recall of the infamous Mr. j-Sp o t
columnist (“Recall of sex columnist is proposed” O ct.
15). These two females are completely overreacting to
an opinion colum nist’s right of free speech. There has
been a lot of uproar lately regarding Mr. J-Sp o t’s co l
umn, and frankly, 1 enjoy his column because it makes
me laugh. 1 must admit 1 do not agree with many of the
items he discusses in his column, but they are his opin
ion and his articles are for pure pleasure reading. No
one says you have to read his column, nor believe
everything he has to say, or even date the guy or guys
like him for that matter. Cal Poly needs some light
hearted sex entertainm ent because we arc too damn
conservative. Granted, 1 will admit that 1 liked the old
sex columnist, Shallon Lester, better because her sto
ries were more oriented toward females and their sex
problems than males and their sex stories. Not to men
tion her stories were a little more realistic, but these
reasons are not enough to “recall this year’s sex colum
nist.” Frankly, 1 think the recall was proposed because
the two females were offended that a man was dis
cussing sex. Mr. j-S p o t doesn’t deserve to be recalled
from Mustang Daily just because he is simply stating
his opinion and has a bad sex life. And maybe Arnold
would be better than this guy, but Arnold already has
a job.

Kinsey Pascoe is a civil e n g in e e rin g senior.

Hitler's actions matter, not his talents
Editor,
Morgan Elam and Mark Roberts both wrote glow
ingly of Adolf H itler’s admirable qualities on the let
ters page of the Mustang Daily on Monday (“Arnold
was slandered by the media” and “Arnold finds the

good in people” O ct. 13), but they stopped short of
exploring H itler’s full range. For example, not only
was he an exemplary speaker, but he also oversaw a
remarkable and efficient industrial transformation in
Germany. Any business major could admire this, right?
He certainly committed genocide with a rare acu
men at industrial efficiency only displayed elsewhere
by his car-making friend Henry Ford. Perhaps all
industrializing nations could learn from this great skill,
whether they want to build automobiles or exterm i
nate ethnic minorities of their own.
Also (George W, are you paying attention?) he had
a remarkable skill at lying, scapegoating, and mislead
ing nearly the entire population'of Germany. 1 doubt
that any world leader has been more effective at spark
ing the misdirected and murderous rage that led Nazi
Germany to slaughter the jews, the Poles, the Russians
and a portion of nearly every other nation in Europe.
W hat skill!
W hat is my point? Perhaps we should not speak
glowingly of a murderous tyrant in any context, even
if he had one remarkable talent. Please, remember that
values and actions are what truly matter, not talent. If
someone has values that are not only opposite of your
own but of the vast majority of the civilized world, and
he put those odious values into practice at the expense
of millions of lives, than that person should not be
admired by any account.
Especially not when there are so many people in
history that not only embody remarkable talents, but
they also represent humane values that work to
improve this world, not destroy it. Let us hold these
people in the light, and let us ask our own elected offi
cials to do the same. Please, let’s not see any more let
ters in the Mustang Daily extolling H itler’s virtues. I
think, after fifty years of global awareness about the
Holocaust, that we can relegate Hitler solely to the
side of the bad guys of history, and look for admirable
qualities in people truly worth emulating.

C layton W h itt is a social science senior.
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Wild animals should not be
used for entertainm ent
T

he tifier-mauling of entertain er Roy Horn of
“Siegfried and Roy” leaves people wondering what
went wrong. The 7-year-old tiger that had appeared
in the show since it was 6 months old should have been
comfortable with Horn, hut this tragedy proves otherwise.
1 suspect Roy’s prized white Bengal tiger, a wild animal,
was agitated — wild animals attack when they are upset.
T he tiger isn’t at fault because he was doing what nature
intends tigers to do. Accidents like these could easily be
prevented if circuses, theme parks and zoos would stop using
wild animals for entertainm ent purposes.
W hen one goes to a circus or theme park, one usually sees
animals interact with their trainers in a friendly, obedient
manner. But do you see where the “amazing” animals sleep
at night or how trainers really
C O n fin H O n t S r y
teach their animals tricks?
Most of us don’t see the reali
ty of animal training because they don’t want us to.
According to People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals,
most animals in traveling shows live in “beast houses,” the
cages in which are hardly big enough for some species to
turn around in. Each animal’s house is where it will eat,
sleep, drink, defecate and urinate for the duration of the
show. W hen the animals are actually free from their beast
houses, they’re still anchored in. Elephants are commonly
tied by one of their front and back legs with a chain or rope,
so they cannot step forward or backward or lie down.
Ultimately, a performance animal spends about 10 percent
of its life working, while 90 percent is spent in confinement.
T his extreme lack of exercise, affection and stimulation
results in devastation for these creatures. Animals confined
for long periods develop abnormal behaviors such as head
bobbing, rocking, pacing, bar-licking, aggression and selfmutilation. Chimpanzees, for example, frequently arrive at
sanctuaries with their hands covered in scar tissue from the
stress of confinement. T he chimps resorted to biting their
own limbs to alleviate boredom and neglect.
It’s difficult to understand how anyone could subject
these beautiful creatures to such miserable lives. This type
of treatment is abusive and certainly couldn’t be classified as
humane.
In addition to the psychological abuse and neglect, ani
mals in the entertainm ent industry often live a life plagued
with physical abuse. Bullhooks, whips, electric shocks.

chains, baseball bats and metal pipes are regularly found on
circus premises. T he bullhook, a solid metal pipe with a
sharp hook at one end, seems to be a popular training device
among elephant trainers. They jah the hook into sensitive
areas, such as the inside of the mouth or behind the ears, to
let the elephant know it’s not performing a trick correctly.
A woman and her children in O ctober 2001 watched as a
tiger was repeatedly whipped for failure to jump to a higher
perch. The trainer, of the Clyde Beatty-Cole Bros. Circus,
ended up slapping the tiger on the nose, which caused the
tiger to strike him hack with his paw. The trainer justified
his actions by describing “how violent the tigers could be.”
Wouldn’t you expect violence from anything after you
whipped it for five minutes? These examples are only a few
in the multitude of abused show animals.
How can this inhumane treatment of animals persist?
W hat happened to compassion and respect? Unfortunately,
most trainers would say they haven’t lost their compassion
and respect because there is nothing wrong with what they
are doing. They feel their discipline is necessary; otherwise,
the animals won’t listen. But does this make abuse accept
able? Others maintain that animals in captivity live longer
and safer lives, but how can they be better off in a place
where they are punished for acting naturally?
W hether or not ______________________________________

through, I firmly
believe the problem

could

have

,
endangered
Bengal tiger as a

because he
was doing what nature intends
tigers to do. Accidents like these
could easily be prevented if cir^
, theme parks and zoos
would Stop using wild animals fo r
entertainment purposes.

source of entertainm ent
and
play. It is possible
that he never hurt the tiger, but it doesn’t change the fact
that a tiger is wild and belongs in the wild. Remember this
the next time you feel like going to the zoo or visiting the
circus. Do the distressed animals a favor by not seeing them,
because the less interest we have in seeing show animals,
the less interest trainers will have in showing them.

Kit H asapopoulos is a w rite r for th e M in n es o ta Daily.

More letters to the editor
Burning the American flag inappropriate
Editor,
The burning of the American flag has to snip. We can put a man
tin the mtxm, but we can’t think of better ways to destroy the flag
than taking a lighter to it and then maybe stomping on it a bit
(which I’ve never understood; you’ve just lit the thing on fire, why
are you trying to put it out?). That’s just sad.
People in thinJ world countries can do that, and it’s fine for them,
but this is America. We need to aspire to stimething greater, not just
stick with played out protests that barely elicit a reaction stronger
than a yawn anymore. It’s the 21st Century, spice things up. Why
not dip the flag in liquid nitnigen then smash it with a hammer?
How aKiut chopping it up and hiding it in a Republican’s meal,
revealing to him afterwards that he’s just eaten his precious flag.
We’ve got all these nukes sitting aniund that we just let go to waste.
Why not heiid over to Los Alamos and blast the flag into oblivion.
Now that’s protest American style.

Francisco Navarro is a com puter science senior.

Poly graduation requirements unclear
Editor,
Recently, 1 overheard two professtirs sharing their disgust over
the number of students that leave Cal Poly each year without “offi
cially” graduating. Now that I am going through the graduation cir
cus, the answer is quite clear. The system here at Cal “Politics,” is
not even close to efficient, let alone geared toward students. Let me
fill you underclassmen in on some graduation realities. First, the
graduation evaluation paper that informs students of those last
minute units you need takes months to get back. At UC Berkeley,
students fill out a form online and receive the information they
need no later than a week, sometimes even on the same day! Every
summer, students who thought they graduated receive a letter from
C!al Poly saying that they are one or two units short of their diplo
ma. If you transferred to Cal Poly, you will find yourself running

from your adviser to records with paperwork and catalogs and every
one gives you a different story. Don’t smile that fast if ycni think you
finu^ed all your upper division GE’s, if you didn’t pay close atten
tion, you forgot the multicultural pluralism requirement. We live in
the most sheltered town and one ethnicity class is supposed to make
me a well-rounded, open-minded individual?
Then the GW R finally Is the icing on the stupid cake. The
GW R basically proves that Cal Poly might have been a waste of
your time.
The letters sent out that say you failed the GWR shiHild say,
“Dear students, we blew it. You can’t write after spending all these
years at our schtxil. Our deepest apologies. Sincerely, C?al l\ily”. 1
could go on but it gets worse. 1 leave you with this question: Why
are the decisions mixle by administrators not “simply the best”? •

Nate Henry is a recreation adm inistration senior w ho hopes
this letter passes th e GWR.

Letter policy
Letters become the property of the Mustang Daily. Mustang
Daily reserves the right to edit letters for grammar, profanities
and length. Letters, commentaries and cartoons do not represent
the views of the Mustang Daily. Please limit length to 250 words.
Letters should include t l^ writer's full name, phone number,
nnajor and class standing.

Bynuiil:
Letters to the Editor
Building 26, Room 226
Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo
CA93407

By fax:
(805)756^784
By e-mail: mustangdailv@hQtmail.com

Letters must come from a Cal Poty e-mail account. Do not
send letters as an attachment Please send the text in the body of
the e-mail.
Attention:
Your letter will not be printed unless you submit it In the cor
rect form at
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Democracy
works best with
informed voters

N

ever underestimate the power of stupid people in
large groups.

1 read that on a T-shirt once.
Apparently, the l^emocrats and politically aware people
in California didn’t heed this warning. T he voters have
exercised their right to recall their governor and have voted
for a completely inexperienced, womanizing actor who
reportedly has expressed admiration for Adolf Hitler.
This catastrophe has been described by many as refresh
ing, grassroots democracy in action. On its face, it is. T he
right to recall an elected official is an example of direct
democracy. T he people, disgusted by the corruption or
incompetence of their leader, rise up and remove him
It sounds great. W hat can be
wrong with that?
W hat’s wrong is the voters of
C alifornia are largely unin
formed and politically unsophisticated. (Indeed, the same
can be said of most Americans.)
In their rush to remove Gray Davis and install the
Terminator, they may not have carefully weighed the rami
fications. After all, they weren’t satisfied with the ability of
the incredibly experienced Davis to solve the complex prob
lems of the state. Can they realistically expect Arnold —
with absolutely no political or administrative experience
whatsoever — to navigate the intricacies of governance?
W hat’s the answer to this problem? Certainly not to
remove the people’s right to recall their leaders. In a demo
cratic society, political problems should never be solved by
diminishing the rights of the governed. After all, our leaders
are only supposed to lead by our consent.
The answer lies in educating the electorate. T he more
informed American voters are, the better.
1 recently attended a panel discussion that was conceived
to do just that. Designed “to engage American citizens in
discussions regarding U .S . foreign policy,” T he People
Speak: America Debates its Role in the World bills itself as
“a coast-to-coast citizen conversation.”
Organized by such diverse groups as the United Nations
Foundation, the Jes.se Helms C enter Foundation, Americans
for Informed Democracy, the N ational Peace Corps
Association, and the League of Women Voters, The People
Speak will be hosting more than 1,000 discussions across the
country this month in an effort to promote educated debate.
I had a wonderful experience at the discussion at
Vanderbilt. The panel consisted of nine men of both liberal
and conservative persuasions.
Most had extensive experience in the field of foreign pol
icy (one, G ilbert M erritt, a retired circuit court judge, has
been working in Iraq to help build a judicial system), and all
brought their unique insight to what became a very lively
debate.
America needs a lot more of these kinds of discussions.
After all, we are a representative democracy. I met my repre.sentative at the discussion (he was a panelist). I had the
opportunity to listen to his views and ask his opinion on
issues that concern me.
How can we expect .adequate representation if most
Americans can’t even name their representative, let alone
describe his or her political party or views?
We, the people, need to demand better. We need to turn
off the TV, go into our communities and talk to each other.
Become politically active. Attend city council meetings.
Write your congressman and senator. If you don’t know your
representative, you can find him or her at www.congress.org.
T h e site also provides inform ation on issues before
Congress, and can provide you with the voting record of
your representative.
Meetup.com offers what may be the most interesting and
promising method of informing the electorate. Through the
Web site, citizens connect with others in their communities
to discuss a variety of topics (not just politics).
In fact. T he People Speak has joined with Meetup.com to
promote nationwide meetings on the topic of foreign policy
tomorrow at 7 p.m. Nashville will be among the hundreds of
cities participating.
More information is available at both www.jointhedebate.com and www.thepeoplespeak.meetup.com.
If the citizens of the United States can engage each other
in political debate, perhaps we won’t have to warn others
about the power of stupid people in large groups.
Perhaps we’ll be inspired by the power of democracy in
the hands of an informed electorate.

Commentary

Shana H a m m a k e r is a w rite r for th e Sidelines at M id d le
Tennessee State University.
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M a r r i a g e im p r o v e s s t u d e n t d i e t i n g e f f o r t s
(U -W IR E ) PRO VO , Utah —
Married students are reputed to have
healthier diets than single students
because of time, effort, consideration
and money saving motivations.
Married students often eat better

because they are more motivated to do
so, said Lora Beth Brown, an associate
professor at Brigham Young University.
“Many people find it easier and
more motivating to cook for two
rather than one,” Brown said.
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for a different reason. I was on a mission. My goal was to look through all the cards the store offered and find
the most random ones. I also wanted to see if other people’s card ideas were already taken.//Nikki Calmenson,
a Hallmark employee, said most of the card ideas have been taken and that 1 shouldn’t have a problem finding
what 1 was Icwking for.//“We pretty much have every type of card that you need to send to someone,’’ she said.
“There are cards for everything these days.’’//1 decided to find out for myself. 1 looked over to the card aisles
and noticed most o f the customers were rummaging through the cards in the front of the store. This was where
the birthday and wedding cards were kept. Calmenson said these are the store’s most popular.//! decided to
start in that section first, and then move my way to the back, where the less popular cards were hidden.// In
the “Birthday” section, an elderly lady was squabbling with another employee about whether the card she was
holding was good for her grandson. She had obviously forgotten the standard rule that boys don’t like getting
. ~^4>ink cards. She finally left with a blue one, and I had the aisle to myself. //After scanning over every possible
s^'^'M lge and gender and relationship, I was quite amazed at the variety. Yet 1 realized that something was missing
' ^ ^ o m this section. There needed to be a sub-section by the cards for 13-through-21-year-olds.// Matt Randle’s
ilard idea would fit perfectly here.//“They need to have a getting-through-puberty card," the mechanical engieering junior said. “It’s something that everyone goes through, but no one ever talks about.”// The next secion had a topic chat everybody talks about.
the “Wedding” section. Yet nothing there could hold my
interest, so I moved on. (Please see Cards, page T
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY!

Modern greetings go beyond the traditional themes
Apparently even they are sending
cards now. One card category was
labeled, “To dad, from dog.”
continued from page 7
There were als(i cards for the loss of
a pet. This is gcxxl to know. I’ve been
The “So in love” section followed.
waiting seven years to send this card
1 had to pass by this section quickly
to my brother.
before 1 threw up. 1 can only take so
The next section was titled, “Get
much pink and red and hearts and
well.” This section had all kinds of
flowers and puppy dogs.
cards about serious illness, care and
1 was surprised to see that the “So
concern, sympathy, death, operations,
not in love” section didn’t follow. I
etc. There were even cards in Braille.
am sure people would buy plenty of
One of the more interesting cards
cards from here.
______________ in that section was
the
^ Vto “I
confused
when I came across in
need
•'
of
have
a
hibcl that read Accident kids.” I “Anniversary
death” sub-category.
b re a k in g ' ipas picturing the card saying someI liked the cate
up card,
“Hey, kid, you were an
gory titled, “Braces
general
kids.” I had no idea
e n g in e e r  accident ... Fm sorry.”
they made cards for
ing junior
this and 1 didn’t know kids wanted a
Seth Neuschwander said. “This way
card for this occasion. My little sister
you won’t have to think of what to
definitely didn’t want to get a card
write or say or worry about messing
that read, “Wow! You have braces!”
up. You’d just go down to the store
There were several sub-category
and pick out a card.”
labels like “Braces kids” that you
I then came to the “Holiday” and
wouldn’t
even notice if you weren’t
“Special (x:casion” section. It was
here where 1 found lx)ss’s day cards, lotiking. 1 think some of these labels
clergy appreciation cards, Halloween need to he reworded.
I was confused when I came across
cards and Thanksgiving cards. It was
in this section where Solomon Berg’s a label that that read, “Accident
kids.”
card idea would belong.
“There should he a card to remind
The first thought that came to
you to vote,” the architecture sopho mind was, “That is so mean.” My next
more said. “If they don’t care or don’t thought was that it would he funny to
have a clue who to vote for, you could anonymously send it to my brother or
something. I was picturing the card
include your choice in the card.”
The next section was small, hut saying something like, “Hey, kid, you
interesting. It was a section for pets. were an accident...I’m sorry.”
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Yet after reading
the card, it wasn’t
that funny. It was
for kids who had
been in accidents.
1 finally left the
“Get well” section. I
was relieved to see
that there wasn’t a
“Don’t get v/ell” sec
tion right after it.
Although
there
have been times
when 1 wish this
section existed.
What came next
was a mixed array of
cards that included
thank you cards,
promotion
cards,
coach cards, gradua
tion
cards
and
retirement cards.
There were alsti
m a ttw e c h te r / mustang daily
cards where I could Buying a g re e tin g card has tu rn e d in to an a d v e n tu re w ith th e a d v e n t o f obscure
tell card designers categories. O n e o f th e m o re ran d o m sections in clud ed cards fo r ch ildren w h o had
were becoming des m astered th e a rt o f p o tty tra in in g .
perate for ideas.
There was an entire category of time. “Hey, I heard you got a new T V was because at this age, I doubt a kid
cards for new things people buy. I and Nintendo. Cool. Can I come over has even Ux)ked at a book yet. The
kid’s not even in kindergarten yet.
could understand a new job card, but and playT’
the
card should say,
not cards for a new house, a new
It was also in this section that I Maybe
truck or a new pet. 1 mean, what do found the most random card yet. It “Congratulations, you can read.”
After 45 minutes of reading cards
people write? “1 heard you got a new was for potty trained kids. T he cover
dog. How do you like it?” Or, “how do read, “Hooray!” T he inside read. and wandering the aisles, I came to
conclusion
that
although
you like your new truck? Can I drive “You learned to use the potty, so the
here’s a big “Hooray!” For a kid Hallmark has a lot, they don’t have
it?”
I was surprised they didn’t have a who’s just fantastic in every single everything.
new T V or new Nintendo cards. I way!”
Random people will keep thinking
The reason 1 thought this was odd up random card ideas.
would he sending these out all the
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IN R E V IE W

Cayucos music fest combines
local, worldwide cultures

Coheed and Cambria's
'Secrets'worth revealing

By Josh P e tra y

which consists of more than a dozen skilled dancers,
performers and musicians incorporates cultural beats
and instruments from around the world.
Skerik’s Syncopated Taint Septet, featuring mem
bers of Les Claypool’s Frog Brigade, will bring some
jazz to a traditionally jam-oriented event. Skerik’s
outfit is a well-mixed fusion of jazz-punk, garage-style
jams that weave and wander between musical styles
and fast, poignant creativity.
T he Seattle band never commits to one style as it
merges its sporadically edited milieu of jazz, electron
ic, and Middle Eastern styles into an odd concoction
of marvel and grace.
T he smooth beats of Latin world beat band Vinyl
will resonate during the band’s headlining slot.
Vinyl is a collection of musicians from California
that play mostly instrumental, jams that have earned
them international recognition.
Drummer G eoff Vaughan appreciated the opportu
nity to play for a San Luis Obispo crowd.
“We have been well received in SLO and the
crowd always has great energy,” Vaughan said. “There
is no doubt that positive energy from the crowd ele
vates the music.”
Voted one of the top 25 U .S. jam bands in jambands.com’s nationwide 1999 poll, the band received
the recognition of former Grateful Dead vocalist/guitarist Phil Lesh, who has appeared on stage with the
band several times.
T h eir three records include 1 9 9 7 ’s self-titled
debut, 1998’s “Live at Sweetwater” and 2 0 0 1’s “Flea
M arket,” all released independently.
Admission to the festival area is $10 (free for kids
12 and under) and there is no cost to browse the
booths and vendors on Front Street in Cayucos.
Supporting live music is a great rea.son to go to the
Festival, Vaughan said.
“Hanging out in beautiful surroundings, listening
to fun and different bands, eating good food and
drinking good beer,” Vaughan said. “W hat could be
better?”

M USTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

T he fourth annual Cayucos Music festival and
ocean front fair will expand its horizons to include
acts outside the local arena at Cayucos Pier this
Saturday for an afternoon of music, dancing, raffles
and booths.
“We have a good collection of traveling bands this
year,” said Kevin Costigliolo, a C al Poly business
graduate and founder of GratefulFamily.com, the pro
motions company that organized the festival.
Drawing in a well-rounded palette of performers
from around the world is what Costigliolo envisioned
tor this year’s concert, a mellow but
"There is no fun musical atmosphere that
includes lots of dancing.
doubt that
San Luis Obispo band JN D opens
positive
the main stage at 11:30 a.m., gar
en er^ from
nering a full hour and a half jam for
their pop-rock sound.
the croivd
T he band has appeared at venues
elevates the
like M other’s Tavern and Avila
music.”
Beach Resort, where they played
Geoff
alongside Chris Isaak. They also
opened for rock band Chicago at
Vaughan
the Greek Theatre in Los Angeles.
Vinyl drum m er
The tropical, Latin-fused sounds
of Sambada are enough to make the
beach setting come alive.
Some hands let the audience do the celebrating,
but with Sambada, playing music means bringing the
party to the stage with the antiquity of folkloric
Brazilian music with the modernity of contemporary
instruments.
T he pace will change when musical performance
group Trance Zen Dance chants and dances its way
onto the side stage at 12:30 p.m., one of two perfor
mance-based groups to appear at the festival. The
assemblage consistently awes audiences with its
flame-throwing, stilt-walking antics.
T he group.
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By A a ro n L a d ag e
IOWA STATE DAILY (lO W A STATE UNIVERSITY)

AM ES, Iowa — W ith the ring of a telephone, an an impish “Hello?”
and a spine-tingling instrumental introduction, the latest installment in
the saga of Coheed and Cambria is unleashed on the world.
This isn’t a metaphor — “In Keeping,Secrets of Silent Earth: 3” is the
third chapter of frontman Claudio Sanchez’s upcoming graphic novel,
which cen 
ters around
the
main
c h a ra c te rs
of Coheed
a n d
Cambria.
A
co n 
cept album
.. ^
A »A ^ +
is
risky,
■ . . '/<-T
e s p e c ia lly
when
it’s
part of an
epic story.
But
the
5
.
11. o
'S. ' „
beauty
of
“In Keeping
Secrets” is
its ability to
tell a story
it h o ut
a lie n a t in g
the casual
COURTESY PHOTO
listener.
C o h e e d a n d C a m b ria
T his
is
"In Keeping Secrets o f Silent Earth: 3"
D a v i d
Equal Vision Records, 2 0 03
B ow ie ’s
“Ziggy Stardust” without glam. It’s Styx’s “Kilroy Was Here” without
robots. Hell — it’s even Olivia N ew ton-john’s “Xanadu” without roller
skates.
The vocals alone are enough to make this an amazing album. Sanchez’s
stratospheric falsetto finds its well-worn notch between beauty and bit
terness, but instead of attacking every song head-on, Sanchez hits with a
throttled range.
Matching Sanchez’s vocals is a challenge, but guitarist Travis Stever,
bassist Mike Todd and drummer Josh Eppard complement them. They
have discovered the secret to condensing prose into a listenable package
— even if the listener has no idea of the hidden meanings.
In the fictional world of Coheed and Cambria, war has been waged. In
the real world, the same can be said for Coheed and Cambria’s music rev
olution.
L
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GOVERNOR-ELECT

Bush praises Schwaizenegger
DINUBA, Calif. (AP) — After
taking a hands-off approach to
Arnold Schwarzenegger’s campaign,
President Bush rushed Wednesday
toward embracing him, setting the
stage tor an alliance that could reap a
rich
electoral
windfall
for
Republicans next year.
“Tomorrow 1
get to meet the
g ov ern or-elect.
Pm looking for
ward to it," Bush
told a cheering
crowd at a campaign-style
speech on the
economy in this
c e n t r a l
President Bush California vil
lage.
Bush said he will share with
Schwarzenegger his optimism that
“America’s on the right path.”
“I’m optimistic, and 1 have reason
to he optimistic. Our country’ has
overcome a lot in the past several
years,” Bush said under bright sun
shine.
Bush was here to raise more politi
cal funds and to give speeches on the
economy on his way to a six-nation
tour of Asia. He was to meet with
Schwarzenegger on Thursday in
Riverside.
Both pc)liticians will bring their
own agenda to the meeting.
The governor-elect campaigned as
a Republican who could work with
the W hite House and pledged to
carry a list of demands to the federal
government.
The two will meet privately and
then Schwarzenegger will intrcxJuce
the president at a scheduled Bush
speech on the economy and the war
on terror, presidential spokesman
Scott M cClellan told reporters
aboard Air Force One as Bush flew
here from Wa.shmgnm.
Schwarzenegger has vowed to
recover “more than $50 billion” from
the federal government, saying the
state
pays
more
money
to
Washmgnm than it gets back.
“By the time I’m through with this
whi>le thing, I will not be known as
the Terminator; I will he known as
the Collectinator,” Schwarzenegger
said on the stump.
As a candidate, Schwarzenegger
said he would seek help from the fed
eral government to stem illegal immi
gration, get Washington to buy hack
California’s offshore oil leases and tap
federal money to finance his plan for
a network of hydrogen car fuel sta
tions.
Bush came to Republican-leaning
inland California on Wednesday for a

pair of fund-raisers expected to bring
in an additional $1.5 million.
His first appearance was at a food
products company in this Central
Valley city near Fresno. Dinuha is
also the hometown of Lt. Gov. Cruz
Bustamante, whom Schwarzenegger
beat in last week’s recall election. A
second event was planned in San
Bernardino, which Schwarzenegger
was expected to attend.
A sign in the front yard of a home
near the plant where Bush spoke pro
claimed, “Welcome to Bustamante
Country.”
Officials with both camps said
Thursday’s meeting will be private.
Schwarzenegger aides said they were
puzzled by that, but DemcKrats said it
was not surprising.
“We want to see as many photos as
possible of the two of them together.
It’s a good visual for Californians,”
said
state
Democratic
Party
spokesman Bob Mulholland. The
anger behind California’s successful
recall campaign “will now go to two
Republicans, Bush Junior and
Arnold,” he said.
On the eve of his California stay,
Bush telegraphed confidence about
his political future. Asked about his
declining poll ratings, the result of
concerns about Iraq and the econo
my, he shot back.
“There was a poll that showed me
going up yesterday, not to be on the
defensive,” he said in an interview
with Australia’s Channel 9 television.
“Actually I’m in pretty gcxxl shape
politically, I really am.”
California Republicans and Bush
re-election
officials
say
Schwarzenegger’s victory last week
can only help Bush win California’s
55 electoral votes next year. He lost
the state by more than 1.2 million
votes in 2000.
The win drove up GOP registra
tions and political contributions to
the party, said Ken Khachigian, a
former W hite House aide who
helped Presidents Nixon, Reagan
and the first President Bush carry
California.
Barbara O ’Qinnor, director of the
Institute for the Study of Politics and
Media at California State University,
Sacramento, said the onus is on Bush.
“He has to deliver some goods to
show that (Schwarzenegger) K'ing a
Republican with a Republican in the
White House makes a difference,” she
said.
k^icials in K>th camps .sought to
tamp down expectations before
Schwarzenegger’s meeting with Bush.
Bush faces a budget deficit projected
to approach a half-trillion dollars
next year.

Lawmaker looks to close San Quentin
SAN RAFAEL (AP) — A Marin
County lawmaker hopes the cam
paign to close San Quentin, the only
state prison that performs executions,
will gain momentum under Gov.elect Arnold Schwarzenegger.
“This (prison closure) is an area
absolutely ripe for examination and
for hopefully saving the state a lor of
money,” said state Assemblyman joe
Nation, D-San Rafael.
Gov. Gray Davis and the
Legislature have approved $220 mil
lion in bonds to construct a new
1,000-bed death row at San
Quentin.
But Nation said fixing the 151year-old prison and its 600-bed death
row would cost more than reliKating
it. He argues that the state should
delay issuing the bonds until a
$250,000 audit on construction

calpo^homecoming
MANDATORY CLUB REP
Meeting for all clubs
participating in any events

I www.homecoming.calpoly.edu
Date: Thursday, 10/16 at 7:10 pm

Location: Alumni Office, Bldg 28
Questions: Nikole at 756-2586
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our scrum ptious gourm et c o f l ^ and fresU y made foods

Sm ell our (resh-brewed delights and yummy homemade desserts
feel the com fort in our newly renovated interior
H ear the sounds o f live musical pcrfbi»rmers
S k .your friends in our fun, relaxing oasis

live Musical fwleftfilwnieBl*
7 p m -9 p m
M o n d ay s: A cou stic "S in g er/S o n g w riter"
T uesdays: S o ap b o x/P o etry
W ed n esd ays: Blues N ig h t
(Matt Szopinski & The O D G Blues Band)

F rid ay s: Show case N igh t
COURTESY PHOTO

San Q u e n tin is th e only state
prison th a t perform s executions.
options is completed in April.
Nation said he expects to meet
with Schwarzenegger sixm to discuss
the issue.
Steve Fama, an attorney in the
Pri.son Law C'Mifice in San Rafael, said
death row should he near a metropol
itan area so lawyers can easily visit
their clients.

(varying music genres)

S atu rd ay s: A m bient Lounge
S u n d ays: Jazz Lunch
(Jazz Guitar starting @ 1pm)

M -F 6 :3 0 am - 9 pm
Sat. 7 am - 9 pm
Sun 7 am - 8 pm

Vrac NCIV larailte Place...
Craie Rcdiacge Vrac Sm scsl

Cal Poly & Cuesta College
Student Discount:
10% O F F all menu items all day,
everyday w/ valid student ID

543-3559

11 5 6 0 Los Osos Valley Rd.
Laguna Village Shopping Center
San Luis Obispo
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“(Having this) is definitely a
plus,” M cC utcheon said. “Some
schools do have even more than
this, hut it helps us advance the
program.”
Giving players and coaches the
ability to break down the complex
motions of athletics is key to
improvement.
“The swing is so hard to break
down, you need cameras,” senior
Ryan Dwight, a member of the men’s
golf team, said. “There are things you
can’t see with the naked eye that the
computer lets you see.”
Having this equipment at athletes’
disposal will also attract better players
through recruiting, head men’s and
women’s golf coach Scott Cartwright
said.
Alumnus Marc Metosa donated
the GVA 1500 program several years
agi> when the golf teams were just get
ting off the ground. He was the owner
of Swing Solutions, the company that
made the program, and one of 70
people who helped designed it.
“1 wanted to give the university the
totals it needs,” he .said. “If you are going
to have a serious team you need the
* right equipment.”
The lah has been Cartwright’s goal
since he Uxik over at Cal Poly in 2001.
Turning the dream into a reality has
been a slow pnx;e.ss, though, C^trtwright
said. It was sk)wed by the myriad of per
mits and papers that must he filled out
to build on campus.
The Swing Lah actually could .stand
to grow the department’s coffers.
GirfwTight said he plans to open it to
the genend public, for a fee, during
games in Mott Gym.
The monetary gain is the least
Cal Poly sports stands to gain from
this addition.

» .

• Lawyers reveal
sperm, hair of another
man were uncovered
in rape exam

Mark Hurlhert said, however, he was
confident the judge would send the
case to trial.
“No prosecutor puts on their
whole case at the preliminary hear
ing,” he said. “In this case you saw
kind of a sanitized version.”
If the two-day preliminary hearing
By Tim D ah ib erg
wasn’t the entire prosecution case, it
AP SPORTS WRITER
still contained graphic details about
EAGLE, Colo. __ Kobe Bryant’s an encounter that began with the
accuser showed up for her rape exam woman excited to meet the basket
wearing panties containing another ball superstar, escalated into consen
man’s .sperm, a startling discovery sual kissing and hugging, and ended
that defense lawyers called “com with sex across the back of a chair.
pelling evidence” the NBA star is
Prosecutors tried to portray Bryant
inn(Kent.
as an arrogant athlete who held the
Bryant’s preliminary hearing woman down and raped her, con
ended Wednesday with prosecutors cerned only that she might talk
telling a judge there was “uncontra about the encounter.
dicted” evidence that the Los
When it was the defense’s turn to
Angeles Lakers’ guard raped the 19- question the lead detective in the
year-old woman at a mountain case, Mackey tried to poke holes in
resort.
the woman’s story, rai.se doubts about
“He held her by the hack of the whether she told Bryant “no” and
neck with his hand during sexual show she had sex with someone else
intercourse,”
prosecutor
Greg two days before the alleged assault
Crittenden said. “He lifted up her June 30.
skirt. She said ‘no.’ He pulled down
“This is an extremely thin case
her underpants and she said ‘no.’ He based mostly on hearsay,” Mackey
penetrated her from behind and she said.
cried.”
She wasted no time getting
Judge Frederick Gannett said he Detective Doug Winters to say that
hoped to rule by Monday whether the yellow underwear the woman
Bryant will have to stand trial on a wore to her rape exam at a hospital
sexual assault charge that could send the next day contained .sperm from*
him to prison for life.
another man, along with Caucasian
Gannett only has to find there is pubic hair.
probable cause to believe Bryant
The 2 5-year-old Bryant contends
raped the w'oman, something defense he had consensual sex with the
attorney Pamela Mackey told the woman.
judge prosecutors failed to prove
Winters said the woman told him
hecau.se the woman told her story she had consensual sex with antither
through a sheriff’s detective.
man on June 28 and used a condom,
“She is not worthy of your belief,” backing earlier defense suggestions
she w’as sexually active before her
Mackey said.
Eagle County District Attorney encounter with Bryant.

Winters also said two pairs of
panties from the woman were tested,
one from the night of June 30, the
other the pair she wore to a hospital
for an exam the next day.
The latter pair contained blood
and semen. Winters said.
“The accuser arrived at the hospi
tal wearing panties with .someone
else’s semen and sperm in them, not
that of Mr. Bryant, correct?” Mackey
asked.
“That
is
correct,” Winters
responded.
Mackey suggested injuries found
during the woman’s exam could have
come from having repeated sex, a
contention she first made in court
last week.
The defense contends the tests
the underwear provide Bryant with
“compelling evidence of innocence.”
Stan Goldman, a professor at
Loyola Law Schtxil in Los Angeles,
said the argument might be more of
a public relations move.
“The defense may be .spinning this
more for the public than the court,”
he said. “It’s impre.ssive, but its nega
tive public relations value for the
prosecution is more significant than
its legal value.”
Bryant .sat stoically with his hands
folded watching his attorney tear
apart the prosecution’s version of the
case. Occasionally, he leaned over
and talked to his other lawyer, Hal
H addon.
Mackey alst< managed to intro
duce something prosecutors didn’t
di.scuss last week.
The night auditor .sent police a
letter saying she .saw the woman as
she came back to the front desk at
the Cordillera Lixlge »Si Spa.
“What the night auditor says in
her letter is the accuser did not kx>k

or sound as if there had been any
problem,” Mackey said.
“Correct?” she asked Winters.
“Yes,” he responded.
Winters also acknowledged the
woman didn’t tell him she told
Bryant “no” when he interviewed
her the day after the alleged rape.
“1 asked the accuser why she never
told Mr. Bryant, 'n o ,”’ Winters wrote
in his report.
Last week. Winters testified the
woman told him she told Bryant
“no” repeatedly, and that Bryant
even forced her to turn around and
face him and say it at one point.
It was not clear if that came from
a later interview with the woman.
Some of the testimony was given
behind closed doors because the
issue of whether they are admissible
has yet to be decided. That led to
some courtnxim exchanges that did
n’t always make sense to the public
and media who crowded the small
courtrixim.
“What you get to see in connec
tion with the open hearing may
appear to be slightly schizophrenic,”
Gannett warned.
Some legal experts said the evi
dence of the woman’s previous sexu
al partners and her admission she
was excited to meet Bryant makes
the prosecution’s case appear weak.
Eagle attorney Jim Fahrenholt:
called the hearing “a disaster for the
prosecution."
Most said thev expected the judge
to order a trial for Br\ant, which
would probablv not take place until
next summer, at the earliest.
“It will be pretty hard for this
judge to say you don’t have enough
non-hearsay
evidence.” former
Denver prosecutor Craig Silverman
said.

Soccer looks to coast to victory against UC Santa Barbara Gauchos
•Soccer will play rival
UCSB on Sunday in
attempt to stay
unbeaten in Big West
SPORTS INFORMATX3N REPORT

The Cal Poly women’s sixcer team
(12-1-1 overall, 3-0-1 Big West) play-s
one Big West match this week as they
travel sixith to their Central Qiast rival
UC Santa Barbara on Sunday at 7 p.m.
The UC Santa Barbara Gauchos are
6-5-3 overall and 1-2-1 in the Big West.

Santa Barham is coming off two home
los.ses. They lost to No. 13 Pepperdine
(11-2-0) 3-2 in overtime, then lost to
UC Riverside (8-4-1) 2-0, de.spite outshixiting the Highlanders 28-8. UCSB
is now winless in five straight games.
They are led by junior midfielder
Krystal Sandza, who has eight gixils and
three assi.sts for 19 points, and junior
forward Jennifer Borcich with six goals
and six assists on the seasixi. Gauchos
giralkeeper Jaime Considine has let in
14 giTals with a gixrls-against-average of
.96.
The GauchiTS are coached by Paul
Stumpf, who is in his fifth sea.son and

has compiled a record of 41-30-5. He
was the 1999 Big West Cxiach of the
Year.
The Mustangs hosted two Big West
matches this last weekend. They
defeated U C Riverside 1-0 on Friday
night, and tied Cal State Fullerton 1-1
in double overtime on Sunday afterniXTn.
Friday night, the Mustangs sci>red in
the 89th minute. Heidi Spink hit a
one-timer shot at the tt^ of Riverside’s
gixil Kix to the upper right comer for
the game-winner and the 1-0 victory
over the Highlanders.
The Mustangs had to battle from a

1-0 deficit Sunday aftenuxm, to tie the
Titans of Cal State Fullerton I-l in
diHible overtime.
Megan Gurney scored the tying goal
in the 77th minute. Midfielder Heidi
McQuitty pas.sed her the hall; Gurneythen tixik a tixK'h toward the Titan.s’
gixtl and unleashed a shi>t from 23 yards
that dipped and then Kxinced over the
Titan's goalkeeper to hit the back of the
net and tie the hall game 1-1.
S o far this seastin, the Mustangs have
iHJtscored their oppiment 25-6, had 19
assists to their opponents’ one, scored
two or more gixils in seven games and
won six games by one gtxil. They have a

1.75 goals per game avenige, compared
to their opponents’ .42. Tlie team aU^
has nine shutouts this year.
As of C\t. 5th, the Mustangs as a
team are nationally-rankeil statisticalh
in seveml categories. They are fifth in
gixils-against-average (.418), tied for
seventh in shutixit percentage (.67),
and fourth in win-loss Percentage
(.917).
Next week, Cal Poly continues Big
West play as they have two nxxl games
starting with C S Noithridge on Friday,
Oct. 24 at 7 p.m., then travel to the
University of Pacific on Sunday, C\:t. 26
for a mxin match.

Classified Advertising
Graphic Arts Building, Room 226 Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, CA 93407 (805) 756-1143
Help W a n te d
Em ploym ent Opportunity for
Fem ales!
This is the perfect opportunity for
the right person to m ake a lot of $
in a short period of time.
Call today to find out m ore about
this exciting opportunity.
Tony 8 0 5 -2 9 5 -9 1 5 0
The Body Shop at Hom e
hiring consultants S L O County
Call Valerie 4 3 1 -7 4 1 9

Classifieds
7 5 6 -1 1 4 3

I

Announcements
W ow Reunion 2003!
Reunite with friends & leaders
Thursday, Oct. 16, 5-7pm
Chum ash Auditorium
Dinner Included!

Tib e t a n B u d d h is t
M ed it a t io n an d Dh a r m a
Te a c h in g s
with Lam a Khedrub and
students. Ongoing on W ed.
evenings, 6:30-8:30p m
S e e www.bodhipath-west.org
or call 5 2 8 -1 3 8 8 , 5 2 8 -2 4 9 5

I

Announcements
F r a t e r n it ie s - So r o r it ie s
Cl u b s - St u d e n t Gr o u p s
Earn $ 1 0 0 0 -$ 2 0 0 0 this sem ester
with a proven Cam pusFundraiser
3 hour fundraising event. OUR
FREE PROGRAMS MAKE
FUNDRAISING EASY WITH NO
RISKS. Fundraising dates are
filling quickly, so get with the
program! It works.
Contact Cam pusFundraiser at
8 8 8 -9 2 3 -3 2 3 8 , or visit
ww w.cam pusfundraiser.com

Classifiads ara killar!

F or Sale
Toyota Tercel ‘92
$1 2 0 0 , runs great,
Nice Stereo!
Call Steve 4 5 9 -1 4 6 2

Rental H o u sin g
1 and 2 bedrm apts.

9 or 12 month lease. Move now,
pay no rent until Nov.
C ollege G ardens 5 4 4 -3 9 5 2
2 8 4 N. Chorro slorentals.com

Personals

G E T YO UR CLASSIFIED
AD IN NOW!!

Attention! If you missed mullet
last year, it is back! Call Mullet
M ark if you want to run your hands
through the dew.
9 1 6 -8 0 4 -4 9 9 6

t i t t f t » f t t * 7
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Cal Poly Football

There's no place like
H om e... town Buffet
• No better place than
all-you-can-eat break
fast to get the truth
from a football coach
S ittin g across from me at
Hometown Buffet, Cal Poly foot
ball coach Rich Ellerson compli
mented me, not for crack reporting,
any semblance of intelligence or
even hip clothes.
“N ice couch hair,” he said,
regard ing my

Commentary warped

hairdo.
It was true: My cowlick at 8:15
Monday morning was better than
----------------------- that o f Dennis
couch the M enace. 1
f\air ”
had planned to

(Elkrson)
said. Ic was
true: M y
cowlick . . .
was better
.

.

.

than that of
Dennis the
M enace.

^
7.30 ^
take

in

the

Monday Morning
Club, but 1 was
forced to reevaluate when 1 awoke

couch at
_______________ 7:32 a.m. wear
ing my clothes from Sunday night.
1 didn’t know what I’d be late for
as 1 frantically drove out to the

restaurant, getting directions along
the way. My editor had merely told
me a few days prior that Ellerson
could be found
every Monday
morning
at
Hometown
Buffet.
1 wasn’t sure
if I’d arrive to
find droves of
boisterous
Mustang fanat
ics swarming
the restaurant
or if I’d have to
seek
out
Ellerson enjoying a quiet breakfast
with fellow loyalists. For all I knew,
I could be on my way to a cult
meeting. T h a t’s what I usually do
before 8 a.m. on a Monday.
W hat I arrived at was far from a
cacophony of Cal Poly sports fever,
though. I was lucky to get to
Hometown Buffet before 8 a.m.,
but all the same, 1 was only the sev
enth person to pay $10 to get in
and grab a seat. Ellerson had just
started talking football when 1 sat
down.
It was a fairly simple affair.
Ellerson stood in front of a screen,
playing highlights from Saturday’s
Cal Poly-Akron game. I strain to
call the clips highlights, as the Zips
thumped the Mustangs 45-14 to win
their
homecoming.
Repeated

painful images shone on the screen. After repaying Hometown Buffet
Not many Mustangs had career each Monday, Cal Poly was sup
days Saturday. Sophomore quarter posed to receive $5 out of every
back John Mende, filling in for an $10 for football scholarships.
injured Chris Peterson, completed
It’s not like the event was a halfonly 7 of 23 passes for 128 yards assed rip-off either. Sure, it was
with a touchdown and an intercep $10 but I’ll give $6 to Denny’s on a
tion. Although linebacker Jordan good day. 1 also applaud Ellerson
Beck recorded 16 tackles, the for being willing to give up his
defense overall was burned for 198 time and talk football. He could’ve
rushing yards.
easily
sent
an
assistant
to
Ellerson spent a lot of time talk Hometown Buffet but instead did
ing about the second quarter of the it himself.
game, where the Zips ran off with
28 points. Fourteen of those points
For all I knew, I could be on
came in the final minutes of the
half, as Akron receiver M att my way to a cult meeting.
Cherry returned a punt for a 76- That's what I usually do
yard touchdown at 4 :0 0 , then before 8 a.m .
caught a 20-yard T D inside of two
minutes.
Luckily, playing A kron, a
A t the same tim e, the most
Division 1-A opponent, netted the
impacting words didn’t come with
Mustangs $130,000, but it’s not
game analysis.
like it or the money earned from
“This will be the last Monday
playing University Texas El-Paso
M orning
Quarterback
C lu b,”
will last forever.
Ellerson said, as the video show
T he Mustangs need every bit of
concluded. “This was supposed to
money they can get until future
be a money-making venture and
fund-raising ventures reach out
we’re not making any money.”
and roust fellow students like me
In fact. C al Poly was losing
from bed on a Monday morning.
money. T he Mustangs had to pay
$275 every Monday to Hometown
Buffet to effectively rent the place. G rah am W o m ack is a Journalism
They profited just once by drawing ju n io r an d M u s ta n g D a ily s ta ff
30 people after the Sacram ento w rite r. He plans on h o ld in g his
o w n b u ffe t b reakfast m e e tin g s for
State win.
It’s unfortunate the cluh died. a n o m in a l fee.

ar
#19 W Soccer

1

VS.

Cal St. Fullerton

1

Heidi McQuitly (MF) - Second goai of seoson

M Soccer

1

Gonzaga

@

0

Mark Jones (F) —Gome-winning goal

#23 Football

Akron

@

14

45

John Mende (QB) - 7-23, 128 yards (first career start)

Volleyball

0

Utah State

VS.

3

Vanessa Gilliam (OH) - 12 kills

Volleyball

Idaho

V S.

3

Molly Duncan, Kayla Mulder -

#19 W Soccer

1

2
13 kills each

,

VS.

UC Riverside

0

Heidi Spink (MF) - Gomfrwinning goal (89th minute)

Volleyball

Long Beach St.

fri,, oct \7, 7:30 p m

#23 Football

Mary’s

s<3f., oct. 18, 7 p.m

Volleyball

Ccù

UCI

Cross Country y S .

Ii'vit.

sat., oct. 18, 7 p m..

sat., oct. 18, 9 a m

Men’s Tennisy g Avila Bch Pro-Am
sat., oct. 18, all day

#19 W Soccer

@

UCSB

sun., oct. 19, 7 p m

M Soccer

yj^^

UC Irvine

son., oct, 19, 4 p.m.

M Golf

^Countrywide Inv.

mon - tues, oct 20-21, worxJ ranch c .c , oil day

VS.

M ScKxer

UCSB

w ed s, oct 22, 7 p.m.

B y th e n u m b ers

Poly sports get technological edge
By S ean M a rtin

r.»

MUSTANG DAILY SPORTS EDITOR

T he Cal Poly athletics depart
ment is upgrading its technology to
give it an advantage over the com 
petition.
A swing lab is being built adja
I
cent to M ott Uym. It is currently
under construction but athletics
» r
■
director John M cCutcheon could
» £i
not give an exact opening date.
f
1
T he entire project is free to the
'
«
'l l
• '
university, having been donated to
I* ;
..
the university by various paties.
T he lab will utilize high-speed
digital video cameras and comput
ers to give athletes in-depth
i I
motion analysis.
h Ì
T he system. G o lf Video Analyzer
j»
1500, was originally designed for
golf, but can be utilized in other
■i
sports, “depending on how creative
someone wants to get with it,”
■
M cCutcheon said.
BRIAN KENT/MUSTANG DAILY
O thet sports that incorporate a
swinging motion, like tennis, base The sw ing lab, attach ed to M o tt Gym , w ill h e lp athletes in m ost sports im p ro ve th e ir p erform ance
ball and softball could stand to th ro u g h in -d e p th analysis. The ad d itio n d id n o t cost th e athletics d e p a rtm e n t a dim e; it was d o n ated .
benefit the most, but the equip
used at some of the schools, but it
ment could hypothetically be used various angles. The cameras record of the athlete.
motion
one
second
before
and
after
T he computer measures statis is not the status quo in athletics
to analyze everything from a vol
impact
and
save
it
to
a
computer
tics like clubhead speed, ball speed programs. It is also used by many of
leyball player’s serve to a track run
ner’s start out of the blocks, where the video can be viewed and angle of attack. It can also the world’s best golf instructors like
frame-by-frame. T he footage can zoom in to give a closer view of David Leadbetter and Jim McLean.
M cCutcheon said.
GVA 1500 uses fout different also be put side-by-side for compari the clubface at impact.
This equipment is already being
see LAB, page 11
cameras to capture motion from son with top athletes or past footage

i

-

4.00

Cal Poly golfer Travis
BertonI leads the nation
in scoring average in rela
tion to par. Bertoni is an
average of four strokes
under par per round. He
is also first in par four
scoring (3.73), first in
subpar strokes p>er round
(6.33), first in fewest
bogies per round (1.0)
and third in scoring aver
age (68.0). Senior Ryan
Dwight is third in subpar
strokes per round (6.0).

W ho was the last pitcher to hit a
home run in the NLCS before
Kerry Wood?

Send answ ers to: spm artinOcalpoly.edu
Vc^tcrd;i\ s l^iu.Minn

When did the Cubs last reach
the World Series?

1945
Congrats to Chrissy "CD’ Roth, MaHa “MaH-ya"
Spencer, Steve “Lead Singer o f Hero Complex’ HiH
and Hillary ’ I Heart Lompoc’ Schuler-JonesI

Sports editor Sean Martin can be
reached at 756-1796 or mustangdailysports@yahoo.com

